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A well-heeled traveler laps up culture at a French café 

Oh, no! Not another morning at the comptoir," I howled, hip to hip with espresso aficionados as 
they flicked ashes and conversation over my head. 

Testily, my master reminded me that I wasn't shelling out the francs for this vacation, so keep my 
doggy opinions to myself. Touche. 

Allow me to explain - my traveling companion. wasn't always so humorless. She lost her joie de 
vivre over a cup of coffee. 

Our vacation in Paris started promisingly enough. We strolled into the Cafe de la Paix on the 
corner of Avenue de L'Opera and Boulevard Des Capucines and seated ourselves on the terrace. 

A FAUX PAS 

My companion ordered cafe au lait and a buttery croissant to dunk into the foamy stimulant. I 
stretched out lazily under the table, chin on paws. The waiter scratched my ears as he placed the 
soup-size bowl of au lait under my snout. I thumped my tail. Merci. 

Quietly I lapped, lifting my nose periodically from the sea of foam to ogle the multitude of legs 
scurrying past my nose. Life was doggone good. 

Under the table next to me, a hand patted a smooth slim thigh. Persimmon toenails wiggled 
delightedly. Aah Paree! I licked my left paw contentedly, willing to spend the entire day under 
this table. 

It was not to be. "Combien?" gasped my master, shaking the check at the waiter. 

Undaunted by a boisterous tourist, the waiter explained that coffee in Paris is like the stock 
market - prices fluctuate, depending on location. 

"I didn't order six-figure coffee," came the irate response. "Whoever heard of paying three 
different for the same cup!" 



Startled by the commotion, I jumped to all fours. My tail made a clean sweep atop a nearby 
table, sending a croissant au beurre flying onto the lap of a pair of neatly pressed Pierre Cardin 
trousers. Overpowered by animal instinct, I leapt to the defense of the croissant and swallowed it 

"Sit!!!" shrieked my horrified companion. 

The Pierre Cardins froze. The woman minus the croissant, came over, patted me on the back, 
muttered "mechant, mechant" (naughty, naughty) and ordered another round of croissant. C'est la 
vie! 

Service isn't everything in France, and you should certainly check the pyramid of coffee prices 
before sipping. 

The comptoir (counter) yields the cheapest cup of coffee. You drink, stand, and watch the 
espresso machine hiss and steam. It's a good cup, but it's coffee on the run. 

Take a table inside the cafe and the price of coffee goes up. Of course, you can sit aU day at a 
table and nurse one cup while reading the newspaper and half a book. Dogs are fond of this area; 
it's cozy and a good place for a nap. 

FRENCH JAVA JARGON 

But if you want romance with a cup (and who doesn't in Paris?), move to a table near the 
window or terrace. This is the creme of coffee locations. 

Ambience is everything, and to sip and watch the world sashay past your cup and saucer is worth 
every franc. 

French coffee is a dark, robust roast. It doesn't require a refill, nor is one offered. A 15% gratuity 
is consumed with each cup. 

Coffee prices fluctuate with cafes. The Deux Magot won't be the same price as a local cafe - 
tabac. Expect pricey on the Champs Elysees or other well-known boulevards. 

If you ask for cafe, you'll get a steamy espresso, lots of sugar cubes and no lemon rind. Cafe 
Americain does not exist in France. Cafe au lait is steamed milk and espresso coffee served in a 
large round cup. Don't look for sprinkles of chocolate and cinnamon. 

Dogs, all shapes, sizes and nationalities are welcome There's no extra charge for service under 
the table. (Travel companion Stephanie Levin-Gervasi assisted in the preparation of this tale.)


